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i suppose you could say that rebuild of evangelion is one of the few anime series where i've actually heard fans
screaming about the fact that they wanted to see what the "true" anime was. rebuild of evangelion is the first anime i

can think of that the fans knew would be remade from the ground up. when i heard about rebuild of evangelion i
thought it was like a dream come true. i never thought it would actually happen. then i read about the changes being
made and the reason they were made. no, i'm not the kind of person who likes changes just to make them. i think the
changes were necessary to the series. i think they were done for the right reasons. i think fans are going to like what

the new anime is going to be. i think fans are going to be pretty happy with what the new anime is going to be.
rebuild of evangelion is going to be a very good anime. the last part of rebuild of evangelion was finished the year

before rebuild of evangelion was released. the original version of rebuild of evangelion was subtitled rebuild of
evangelion 3.0+1.0 because there were some problems with understanding the english dub of rebuild of evangelion

and because the timing of the release was such that the japanese public would understand the subtitled version.
anno had originally intended on making a new evangelion story since 2000 and has intended to open-up the franchise

in the future to new creators and turn eva into a new gundam, using the rebuilds as a foundation for this, but 3.0 is
intended to be his final evangelion work. the animator expo already featured two independent works based on the

franchise: evangelion another impact and neon genesis impacts, as well as until you come to me, a short film
intended to showcase the talent of younger khara animators, not as an official trailer. in an interview in august 2021,

anno stated other parts of the franchise and story might be revisited later. in hikari utada's live stream featuring
anno, he comments that the new eva isn't 100% what i want it to be. additionally, the 3.01 re-release and the

evangelion 3.0 (-120 min.) prequel manga can already be seen as early examples of additions to the franchise with
anno's blessing and involvement, with the former started a mere month after the film's initial release at anno's

initiative. [47] popular interest also remains extremely high, as can be seen nhk's making-off documentary,
evangelion: 3.333 breakdown (under anno's supervision), the high number of interviews and articles done in the 6

months between japanese and international release, with more on the way.
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the planning for the film's themes and story were born out of the previous two films, and the staff had to work on how
to make the story fit the themes. anno, in particular, was worried that the themes would make the script too heavy.
he wanted to make the film lighter, but had to make sure the themes were well-developed. the "paradigm shift" is a
clear theme in the movie, and the film's strongest theme. the main conflict in the film was intended to be about the

relationship between asuka and shinji, as well as the conflict between the hero's and the heroine's goals. as the
theme is a theme of emancipation, the film's hero is shinji ikari. the film's heroine, rei ayanami, was chosen because
she is the most powerful female character in the evangelion series. anno said that rei is the only character who can

hold the film's themes. at the end of production, anno wanted to make a film that would challenge the audience
emotionally, but was afraid that his approach to directing would be too personal and would not leave room for artistic
experimentation. he envisioned the film as a "cross between mad max and apocalypse now, where a group of soldiers

fights against a villain in a post-apocalyptic wasteland, and the film would show the process of their slow change of
heart and identity." the film is intended to have the feeling of a journey, in contrast to a literal journey. "the film is a

story about a journey of the soul, and a journey of the heart." anno also wanted to make the film as much like
evangelion as possible, to make it complete. after seeing the kajipara, the crew found out that hayao miyazaki had
described the film as a pseudo-animation, and felt that anno's work as a director had matured to the point where it
was time for him to make a pseudo-animation. anno wanted the film to be less strict and less linear, and wanted to

break the rules. 5ec8ef588b
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